
Episode 299: Playing Straight Draws

50/100(100)
13.3k Effective
Reg opens HJ 300, we call BB 7d8s.  750
Flop Jc9d6s rainbow.  x cbet 400 XR to 1600 call.  3950
Turn 3dd bet 3k call. 10k
Riv Jddd….I? (8k behind)

HJ vs BB with BBA Ranges:

Our Possible SDs on J96r (15.5% of our total range)



8out straight draws (7% of range)
QTo / QTs
T8o / T8s
87o / 87s

4out straight draws (8.5% of range)
KQo / KQs
KTo / KTs
Q8o / Q8s
T7s
85s
75s

IP Optimal Cbetting Strategy:

- Polar cbet strategy (large cbet or check) possible OB if given option
- Common on these mid-high connected textures with many straight draws

possible
- Charge OOP to continue with their draws / not many autofolds vs small sizing

Alternative strategy (50% pot with range) EV loss is about $2.50 - likely the more
common sizing to be faced with here.



How to proceed with SDs vs 50% pot range cbet:

8out straight draws:

4out straight draws vs 50% cbet:



4out straight draws vs 100% cbet:



General patterns:
- Always continue 8out straight draws regardless of cbet sizing (either as XC or

XR)
- 4out straight draws sensitive to cbet sizing

- Vs 50%: XR or XC strongest SDs; XF weakest ones (75s)
- Vs 100%: More XFs (Q8o T7s 75s), mix all 3 options with KT Q8s, XC or

XR KQ



Vs 50% Cbet:
- XR with 8out straight draw 37% of the time vs 17% of the time for 4out straight

draw
- XR sizing should be large only (75% pot) - (similar to the reason why large cbet >

smaller cbet)

- 8out straight draws:
- Prefer to XR suited combos with BDFD over the ones without
- 8out SD w bdfd = pure XR
- 8out SD w/o bdfd = mix XR and XC
- No XFs

- 4out straight draws:
- Similar to 8out straight draws- more likely to XR suited combos with BDFD

(but not pure XR)
- More interested in XR 4out SDs with overcard to Jx (KT KQ and Q8)
- XC weaker 4out SDs and XF the worst ones

Other XR candidates (9% global XR frequency vs 50% pot cbet)
- Strong top pairs (QJs w bdfd+)
- Two pairs
- Sets
- Some hands like 76s with bdfd, A8s w bdfd
- Non SD XRs make up 55% of XR range

- 45% of our XR range though is SDs so big majority of our overall XR range

Turn Strategy after flop XR:



- OOPs best turn cards are 5 and 7 which completes straights for us that IP
doesn’t have (78o, T8o), then followed by any card 8 or lower

- Worst turn cards are A, K and Q (K and Q complete straights in both ranges)



On the 3dd turn (not completing any draws), we want to bet/check around 50/50 for
75% pot sizing

- Problem here is that we can’t continue to barrel every SD combo we XR or else
way to easy to overbluff

- Question is how to determine which SDs  to continue barreling vs which ones to
check

8out straight draws:
- Now there is an interesting effect where the 8out straight draw heart combos (no

bdfd on flop) prefer to barrel over the ones with bdfd combo (excluding diamonds
which are now “combo draws”)

- Prefer to barrel T8hh over T8ss or T8cc - reason is that T8hh unblocks
some of IPs floats like ATss A8cc that will now fold turn

- Our offsuit 8out straight draws:
- Very clear trend where it always prefers to barrel offsuit combos with one

diamond (blocking the bdfd) vs the ones without a diamond (mostly
checking)

- Ex: T8dx pure bet 75% pot, T8o no diamond pure check

4out straight draws:
- ALL of them check turn, except KQ (so give up the lower equity SDs on turn),

then have to react vs IPs bet size if he does bet

Combo draws (straight draws plus bdfd)
- Mostly bet/call the ones strong enough to stack off (KQdd KTdd QTdd T8dd), mix

Q8dd, and then mostly check the weakest ones (not strong enough to bet/call)
like T7dd and 87dd- still have option to XC or XR vs IP bet

Our overall turn double barrel range frequency (same as flop):
- 50% draws
- 50% made hands

River Strategy:



-Similar to turn, best rivers for OOP are the ones that complete straight draws
where we have more OS combos of than IP (5, 7, T)

A few different river scenarios:
- Low or high blank (2o or Ao)
- Giveup the higher SDs (QT / Q8 / T8) and only jam the worst ones (87)
- Good river for us (5o)



- Pure bluff jam most other SDs (Q8s T8s T8o), mix bluff and give up QT
combos

- The exactly river in the HH (Jddd board pair)
- Mostly mostly still bluffing worst SDs (87 and T8) -  maybe 75% of the time
- strong preference for bluffing 87o with a diamond over the ones without diiamond
- Giving up highest straight draws once again (QT)


